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FIRM

	 Under the notion of the firm in this description it is understood the �
signboard at the entrance to the object - premises.�

	 The main condition that the firm has to meet is that the firm be �
correctly made in graphic and technical sense. Besides, the firm is to be �
intended for external installation, what means to remain unchanged - readable�
after a longer series of years and therefore we are making the firms in the�
engraving technology on the materials of the best quality.�

	 A standard firm comprises the manufacturing of the firm with one of �
our standard fonts in Cyrillic and Latin alphabets and of standard dimensions.�
The manufacturing of logotype or of trademark is considered as a special�
requirement and has been specially defined.�

     
dimensions> Standard dimensions of signboards made of anodized alumi-�
num are> 500 x 320 mm and 320 x 240 mm, and the firms made of GRAVO-�
GLAS are 400 x 300 and 300 x 200 mm.�

colors> The colors of signboards made of aluminum and GRAVOGLAS are>�
golden, silver and black. Standard colors to paint the engraved text are> black,�
red, white and blue.�

materials> Electrolytic and anodized (opaque) aluminum and GRAVOGLAS�
(two - layered transparent plastic engraved and painted at the back side).�
Both materials are special purposeful materials for external installation and�
are the products of the American company NEW HERMES.�

technique of the inscription of the text> By engraving with programmed�
CNC machine and painting of the engraved text.
�
installation> By ornamented eloxated screws (in the color of the signboard)�
delivered together with the signboard.

* The manufacturing of the firm on the brass may be done on special request, but we do not�
recommend it because its maintenance is burdensome. The manufacturing of signboards of�
non - standard dimensions is also available.
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